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By Todd Bowerman With hundreds of channels and thousands of hours of programming, television presents an immense challenge for parents. Preventing children from watching inappropriate programming may feel like a Herculean challenge, but cable providers, television manufacturers, and Internet streaming services have done what they can to make
the process a little easier. Parents have several options at their disposal for dealing with television channels, to ensure that they are not viewed unsupervised. Most modern televisions feature built-in support for the V-Chip, a special device that reads the assessment of specific programs and determines whether they can be displayed. All television
programmes are rated; For example, a TV-MA program is considered for adults only, while a TV-G program is considered suitable for most audiences. If your television has V-Chip support, use the Parental Controls or Settings menu to prohibit program viewing based on their ratings. Adults can still watch these programs with a passcode, but children can't
watch them on any channel. Cable companies also include options to determine which channels can and cannot be displayed. Comcast, for example, includes a parental control option on DVRs and set-top boxes that allow parents to block channels, as well as movies and TV shows based on their ratings. Time Warner and DirecTV offer similar options. Turn
on parental controls from your cable box's main menu or contact your cable provider for help with specific channel blocking steps for your hardware. Many television programs and channels are available through the web. Comedy Central, Cartoon Network's adult-oriented Adult Swim, Fox, and many other networks have streaming options available either on
their own website or on sites like Hulu. To protect your children from certain tv content, you'll need to add a layer of security to your computer. Parental control software for your PC or Mac allows you to determine which sites your children can and can't visit, in addition to managing the media they can view over the web. Television has changed dramatically
with the advent of streaming services such as Hulu and Netflix. If your TV supports app installation, you'll need to take steps to enable parental controls for those apps. For example, Netflix has a wide library of content that parents may find inappropriate for children; parents should turn on Netflix parental controls to ensure there is no security loophole. The
best course of action is to keep children in a close eye and to deal with blocking programming and channels if the need arises. finder.com.au is one of Australia's leading comparison websites. We compare a wide range of banks, insurers and product issuers. We value our editorial independence and editorial guidelines. finder has access to the data of the
product publishers listed on our sites. Although we provide information about the products offered by a wide range of issuers, we do not cover every available product or service. Please note that the information published on our site should not be construed as personal advice and does not take into account your personal needs and circumstances. Although
our site will provide you with factual information and general advice to help you make better decisions, it is no substitute for professional advice. You should consider whether the products or services on our site are suitable for your needs. If you are unsure about something, seek professional advice before applying for a product or commit to a subscription.
Products marked Promoted or Ad appear prominently as a result of a commercial advertising agreement or to mark a particular product, provider, or feature. Finder may receive a fee from the Provider if you click on the related link, buy the product or inquire. Finder's decision to show a 'promoted' product is neither a recommendation that the product is right
for you, nor an indication that the product is the best in its category. We recommend using the tools and information we provide to compare your options. When our site links to certain products or displays Go to site buttons, we may receive a commission, referral fee, or payment when you click those buttons or request a product. When products are grouped
in a table or list, the order in which they are initially sorted may be influenced by a range of factors, including price, cost, and discounts; commercial partnerships; product characteristics; and brand popularity. We provide tools to help you sort and filter these lists to highlight features that matter to you. We try to take an open and transparent approach and
provide a broad comparison service. However, you should be aware that although we are an independent service, our comparison service does not include all providers or all products available on the market. Some product publishers may offer products or services through multiple brands, associated companies, or different labeling schemes. This can make
it difficult for consumers to compare alternatives or identify the companies behind the products. However, we strive to provide information to enable consumers to understand these problems. Providing or obtaining an estimated insurance statement through us does not guarantee that you will Get. Acceptance by insurance companies is based on things like
occupation, health and lifestyle. By offering you the option to apply for a credit card or loan, we do not guarantee that your application will be approved. Your application for credit products is subject to the terms and conditions of the Provider and as well as their application and lending criteria. Read our website terms of use and privacy policy to learn more
about our services and our approach to privacy. With AMC home to popular shows such as The Walking Dead, Better Call Saul, and NOS4A2, it's a channel that most cord-cutters don't want to miss. It's a good thing that there are streaming services that allow you to watch AMC without an expensive pay TV provider. Streaming Services with AMC The
streaming services that carry AMC are Philo, Sling [Continue reading] You stream and watch ESPNU live online without paying for a cable TV subscription. All of the streaming services below will be the sam ESPNU you would get with cable, at a much lower price. Sling TV – Sling TV is the most affordable way to watch ESPNU. ESPNU is part of [Continue
reading] You don't need a cable TV subscription to watch TNT. Each of the following streaming services carries TNT in their channel lineup. This article explains how to watch TNT online, or on a streaming device such as Roku, Fire TV and more. Hulu Live TV – Offers TNT, local channels, and a lot of other features. [Continue reading] You no longer need a
satellite cable TV subscription to watch MSNBC. Several TV streaming services stream live MSNBC online, along with other channels usually found on cable TV. You even watch it on your TV using a device like a Roku or Amazon Fire TV. As we go into detail about all this streaming [Read more] you don't need cable to watch CNN. You watch live CNN
online or with a streaming device such as a Roku or Fire TV using one of the following 4 streaming services. Sling TV - Most affordable option at $30 per month. Sling TV offers a free trial. Hulu Live TV – offers the most for your money at $54.99 due to [Read More] TLC started as The Learning Channel; however, with hit shows such as 90 Day Fiance,
Darcey and Stacey, Sweet Home Sextuplets, and Dr Pimple Popper, TLC is all-in on the reality TV format. TLC is also widely available through online streaming services, so you don't even have to watch cable TV. All you need is an Internet connection and an [Read More] The Big Ten opens its season on Friday, October 23, when Illinois and Wisconsin
square off at 8 p.m. The match will be broadcast live at 20:00 ET on BTN and you don't need a cable to watch it. Each of the following live streaming services offers BTN in their channel line-up. The all-offer [Read more] Before we watch nickelodeon without cable, let's briefly cover the streaming services that nickelodeon carries. Among the following
streaming services with lets you stream Nickelodeon on devices such as Roku, Amazon Fire TV, are more: Philo - Carries Nickelodeon, Nick Jr., and Nicktoons, along with more than 50 other channels for $20 a month. They even have a [Read On] 7 ways to ESPN Live Stream Each of these services carries ESPN, some with other ESPN branded channels,
including ESPN2, ESPN3, SEC Channel, and more. We cover these details and more in the sections below. We even cover the use of the ESPN app to stream. ESPN is on Hulu Live TV Try a 1-week free trial to Hulu [Continue reading] With Fall TV finally here, fans of shows like This is Us, Superstore, and Chicago Fire are asking how to watch NBC without
cable. I usually recommend using an antenna, but that may not work for you. If that's the case, you also watch live NBC online through various live streaming services in [Read More] Cord-cutting has boosted internet streaming and given new life to receiving TV signals using an antenna. Instead of paying high cable or satellite bills, you receive free TV over-
the-air. However, there is more to receiving TV signals than buying an antenna and randomly placing it somewhere inside or outside. Different conditions affect the TV reception. You may be too far from one or more tv channels, preventing signal reception. If you're too far, you'll experience the digital cliff, which is an abrupt TV signal drop-off. This is a
byproduct of the analog-to-digital TV broadcast transition. With analog TV signals, as a distance between the TV channel and the receiving antenna, there was gradual blurring. Although you might be too far to receive the best quality, you could still look at a low quality signal with a fuzzy image if it doesn't bother you. TV signals are now sent digitally (1s and
0s), and there is no gradual blurring as the distance increases. You will receive full quality all the time, intermittently, or not all. As you approach the digital cliff, the image may look blocky, or it may cut out and come back. If you are too close to a TV station, the signal may overwhelm your TV tuner or DTV converter box and in some cases damage these
devices. TV signals are affected by physical obstacles, including hills and trees. Some materials used in home construction, such as stucco, concrete, aluminum cleanup, metal roofs, foil-lined ducts and pipes, and solar panels limit the effectiveness of indoor or attic-placed antennas. The weather (such as wind and rain), interference of certain types of
electrical equipment and LTE cell towers have sometimes temporarily shut off a TV signal. At very long distances, the curvature of the earth can affect the reception of the TV signal. You have multiple channels in your area, but these transmitters may not be in the same location. One station can broadcast from the north, another from the and another from the
east. If you have a directional antenna, it may not receive signals from multiple transmitter locations. If you have a multi-directional or omnidirectional antenna, interference is more likely. If more than then TV is connected to the same antenna using a splitter, the signal loses power. If three or four TVs are connected to an antenna, one or two may look fine,
and the rest can only receive signals at intervals or not at all. You create a homemade cliff effect. The sensitivity of your TV's tuner or a DTV converter box also affects the antenna reception. Knowing what is causing antenna reception problems, you use one or more of the following options to improve your TV signal. Remove obstacles. Remove obstacles, if
possible. Make sure your antenna has a clear shot in the direction of the TV station's transmitter. Check and replace antenna connections. Make sure the antenna and TV connections are secure. Check for frailty and fraying. If you have an outdoor antenna, cables may become worn out when exposed to the elements. Indoor antennas can be chewed by
pets. Make sure that the antenna connection clamps are not rusted and, if possible, check the entire length of the cable for fractures or cuts. You may not check the part of the cable that runs through a wall. If the cable is left over from the analog TV era, it could be 20 AWG (American Wire Gauge) RG59. Consider replacing it with a thicker 18 AWG RG6
cable. RG6 does a better job with digital TV signals because it supports wider bandwidth, long-distance runs, and keeps better outdoors. The cost of cables vary depending on make and length. Prices start at a few dollars for a three-foot or six-foot length. Run a channel scan. After checking the antenna placement and connections, go to the TV or DTV
converter box setup menu, then enter a new channel scan. New channels that were not previously available can be added. If a drive registers, you should be able to view it. Use a rotor. If you have an outdoor antenna and receive TV signals from different directions, adding a rotor to the antenna can help. However, this solution is expensive, with prices for a
complete kit ranging from about $100 to $200 or more. If you know the locations of the transmitter, use a rotor to direct the antenna to the new channels and manually add these channels to your TV channel's lists. Note the rotor position for the new channels. If you move the antenna using the rotor and re-scan the channels, the TV will no longer be able to
mention the previously scanned channels if the antenna does not receive these channels in the new position. Move the antenna. If you have an inner antenna, placing it nearby or on a window avoids the materials used in the wall construction that Disturb. Also, place it as high as possible. If the length of the cable that goes from the antenna to the TV is too
long, the signal can be weakened. To help, you may need a signal amplifier. Use a signal amplifier. If you have problems receiving TV signals, place a signal amplifier (also called a signal booster) between the antenna and TV to stimulate the signal. Encourage. also helps with low-sensitivity TV tuners and DTV converter boxes. Connect the cable of the
antenna to the input of the amplifier and connect the output to the antenna input of the TV. You also need to connect the amplifier to power. Use a distribution amplifier for multiple TVs or use a separate antenna for each TV. If you have more than one TV, ideally, you should have a separate antenna for each. Splitting the signal reduces signal strength,
especially if the cable distance of the signal spliter and one or more TVs is long. A more practical solution is the use of a distribution amplifier. You connect the main supply of the antenna to the input of the amplifier and connect the outputs of the amplifier to your TVs. The prices of the distribution amplifier vary depending on the make, model and number of
outputs delivered. Voxx International/RCA Get a weakener. If you are too close to the TV transmitter and the signal overloads your tuner or DTV converter box, use a weakening to reduce signal strength. Ideally, a damping with a continuous adjustment allows you to set the amount of damping (gain) needed for different channels. The most common type is a
small inline unit that you put between the antenna and TV (or DTV converter box) and that has a fixed amount of reduced profit (3db, 6dB, 12dB). The hard part is figuring out how much profit reduction you need. One that has variable gain control (3dB to 12dB) is best, so you can customize it. If you don't improve the reception of your current antenna, another
option is to change it for a new one. However, before you buy, consider the following: Don't fall for HD antenna advertising hype. All TV antennas receive analog, digital and HD TV signals. Even those old rabbit ears can be used to receive digital and HD TV signals when the transmitters are within range. However, newer antennas have better designs for
pulling signals, but not because these are labeled HD antennas. If you have cancelled the satellite, you do not use the dish to receive over-the-air TV signals. The dish is not the right shape and has internal circuits that are not suitable for broadcast TV reception. However, if the coaxial cabling that connects the dish to your TV is in good shape, replace the
dish with a TV antenna as the location is free of obstacles for receiving terrestrial digital TV signals. Watch an example of how to replace the satellite signal receptor with a TV antenna. Find out if local stations are broadcasting on VHF or UHF. As a result of the DTV transition in 2009, most TV channels that previously moved to UHF (channels 14-83) on
channels 2-13 (VHF band) moved to UHF (channels 14-83) for digital broadcasts. Because there is more necessary to transmit at higher frequencies, the effective range of signals can be reduced. Switch from an indoor to an outdoor antenna. An outdoor antenna can improve your TV Channel Master If you have a directional antenna, consider switching to
an omnidirectional antenna. This provides better access to TV signals from different directions. However, the sensitivity of the antenna decreases for signals coming from a specific direction (the antenna is less focused). While a directional antenna can receive a drive further away in a single direction, you lose it if you switch to an omnidirectional antenna that
works well for denser drives. Voxx International/RCA Antenna prices vary and range from less than $10 for a basic indoor antenna to over a hundred dollars for a long distance outdoor model. Do not assume that the stated or advertised distance range for your antenna is accurate. Reviews can be based on optimal conditions. Conditions.
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